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Danny Winn has shown himself to be quite the versatile and instinctual actor with many faces. Not only in 

Hollywood but nationally and internationally. He brought his theatrical skills to the big screen in two breakout 

Lead and Strong Supporting movie roles in 2016 with Lionsgate’s “Deadman Standing” and “The 

Crossbreed”. The Crossbreed is directed by world renowned Turkish Director Biray Dalkiran and received 

several awards at the many LA film festivals and is released internationally. In “Deadman Standing” Danny 

opens the movie and appears in his strong supporting role as Happy Jim the Faro dealer. Danny’s role as 

Happy Jim takes his method to new heights as he plays basically two characters in one. Viewers will also be 

able to witness Winn’s learned talents and skills in card dealing which he studied specifically for this role. 

Danny even developed a signature card move for this film known as the Faro flip. One must watch closely 

too, as Winn performs his own stunts in the film. Danny Winn has performed alongside the likes of Denzel 

Washington, Chris Pratt, Ethan Hawk, Vincent D’Onofrio, Mathew McConaughey, Frank Langella, Sela 

Ward, Nick Nolte, C Thomas Howell, Luke Arnold, Viva Bianca, Richard Riehle, MC Gainey and others. 

Danny is presently signed to six movies with all being Lead roles and one Strong Supporting role. These 

movies are slated to begin in filming in Fall 2019 and into 2020. Watch for “Norma’s Sun”, “Purple 

Thoughts”, “10 Gunfights”, and “Dog Wine”. 

  

Winn states that his believability, and instinctual method are drawn from his many true life experiences. He 

taps into a wide range of learned emotion form many memories out of his inner self and combines them with 

how he feels the character to be on the outside. Danny’s belief is that the true magic happens at the action of 

the scene when filming. “The character will truly shine instinctually in the moment without over processing”. 

His adaptability as well as accessibility to emotions derives from the many people, characters and experiences 

he discovered while moving about the many stations of his father’s military duty spanning 21 years.   

  

Danny was trained in the degree of "Fine Arts In Theatre". Danny entered the film industry in late 2015 and in 

short order his natural acting skills, and believable presence were noticed by Director's. He attained several 

Supporting, Guest Star and Co Star roles in series' such as NBC's "The Night Shift", AMC's "Longmire", 

"Graves” as well as WGN's "Manhattan". Danny also expanded to small stunt and stunt coordinator roles in 

various capacities on productions such as AMC’s "Preacher", the movie "Shot Collar", "The cost of Sin", and 

as a horse rider in the remake of "The Magnificent 7".  With his continuing successes Danny Winn is due to 

become a household name in no time.  

 

You may find interviews and press at www.DannyWinn.com/presskit  

http://www.dannywinn.com/presskit

